Migrating? Visit our Migration Center for assistance on the way to Data Center or Cloud.
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Get a sampling of the types of sites you can create.
See what's possible
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Get started with Refined for Confluence
Book a demo, try Refined for free or contact sales.
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Get started with Refined for Jira Service Management
Book a demo, try Refined for free or contact sales.
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Answers to common questions about Refined.
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Site-building best practices, plus the latest news and information.
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Get started with Refined for Confluence
Book a demo, try Refined for free or contact sales.
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Book a demo, try Refined for free or contact sales.
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Browse our ready-to-use templates and apply it your site.
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Deliver better

UX

branding

organization

collaboration

navigation

teamwork




from your Atlassian stack.



UX and site-building apps for Confluence and Jira Service Management.
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For Jira Service Management
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5,000+

organizations in 100 countries
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15,000+

installs across six apps
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5,000,000+

end users worldwide
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Site Builders

Custom sites your users will love
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Documentation Sites



	
	


Knowledge Bases





Help & Support Sites

No more boring intranets
Build a Confluence intranet that sports your brand identity and engages employees.
Explore intranets
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Set up your audience for success
Make onboarding and learning materials, technical instructions, and other documentation easy to access.
Explore documentation
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Help users help themselves
Empower users with easy-to-access self-help resources on an intuitive, branded site. 
Explore knowledge bases
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Elevate the support experience
Deliver the modern experience help-seekers expect for IT, HR, external customer support, and more.
Explore help & support
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Refined for Confluence
Use Refined to power custom, branded intranets, documentation sites, and knowledge bases.








Refined for Jira Service Management
Build custom, themed help and support sites for IT, HR, external customer support, and more.









	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
	



We’ve heard way more, ‘Oh, I found this on your documentation, I have questions,’ versus just a question without taking the time to look for the answer.
We’ve heard way more, ‘Oh, I found this on your documentation, I have questions,’ versus just a question without taking the time to look for the answer.
Margaux Fiche, Customer Experience Manager at 55 Degrees





	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
	



Refined has changed how everybody at Box reaches out to get assistance with anything.
Refined has changed how everybody at Box reaches out to get assistance with anything.
Michael Cyr, IT Systems Engineer at Box





	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
	



Refined is simply the best and a solid base if you want to improve your Confluence platform.
Refined is simply the best and a solid base if you want to improve your Confluence platform.
Lars Bachmann, Head of Sales & Marketing at Adaptavist Group





	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
	



We constantly heard, ‘This is amazing. Thank you so much for moving to this type of a system.’
We constantly heard, ‘This is amazing. Thank you so much for moving to this type of a system.’
Nik Fisher, Team Lead for Client Services at MacEwan University





	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
	



The sentiment from upper management was that this was so successful that we are making this a staple of what we’re doing.
The sentiment from upper management was that this was so successful that we are making this a staple of what we’re doing.
Michael Chance, Customer Experience Manager at 6Connex





	
		
	
	
		
	
	
		
	



User tests have shown that in our new design, the end users find it easy to engage with.
User tests have shown that in our new design, the end users find it easy to engage with.
Shane Kristiansen, Collaboration Consultant at Aety
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Toolkits

Give Confluence a UX upgrade




	
	
	
	
	



Macros



	
	



Space overviews



	



Themes

A fix for dreaded blocks of text
Break content into easy-to-digest, interactive pieces.
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Transform space overviews with stunning designs
Guide users by highlighting what matters with navigation icons, search bars, modules, and more.
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Apply your brand inside Confluence
Create a theme to express your brand, or choose from a set of built-in themes designed by us.
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Refined Toolkit for Confluence
Macros, page layouts, and themes to make Confluence content clear, accessible, and engaging.








Our global partner network has you covered.
Leverage a network of verified Atlassian Solution Partners to help you realize your vision for Refined, Confluence, and JSM.


Explore our partners







Keep up with Refined

Go to the blog
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March 28, 2024
Not a designer? No problem. Refined templates make for quick, easy site-building
Templates, now available in the Page Builder, take the work out of site-building.
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March 27, 2024
Meet The Refiners Headed to Atlassian Team 24 in Vegas
Stop by our booth to talk product, marketing, wine, and more










Frequently asked questions
About our company and products.

What can I do with Refined?





Refined gives you the power to turn Confluence and Jira Service Management into custom, user-friendly sites. For instance, you can build an intranet for employees, a documentation site for customers, and a portal for your partner network, all of which pull content from the same underlying Confluence and Jira Service Management instances.

Refined sites have a more intuitive look and feel than native Confluence and Jira Service Management. They are also fully customizable. Tailor the user experience with layouts and modules, permissions, fonts, themes, custom domains, and more.


How do I build a Refined site?





Sites come together in the Site Builder. Simply add content from linked Confluence and Jira Service Management instances (Confluence spaces, JSM service desks) as well as outside links and Refined pages. Drag and drop these items into a hierarchy and organize them with menu folders. The structure you establish automatically maps to your site’s top navigation menu. Then add a theme, build your layouts, set permissions, and voilà.


Do I have to be a designer to make my Refined site look good?





Not at all! All Refined apps have built-in theme templates to help you get started. Simply tweak one of these to your liking, or create a theme from scratch using our Theme Editor. 




More FAQs
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Cloud product shown. Some features and functionality may differ on Data Center.




Try Refined free for 30 days
Cloud subscriptions are free for 10 users.

Get started
Explore pricing

No payment details required to start your trial.
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Resources
BlogCase StudiesUse CasesFAQTrust Center


Follow us
FacebookInstagramLinkedInTwitterYouTube
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Malmö office
info@refined.com
Nordenskiöldsgatan 24
211 19 Malmö
Sweden


Helsinki office
info@refined.com
Kaisaniemenkatu 4
001 00 Helsinki
Finland
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